Abstract─We propose an extracellular optical recording configuration for neuronal action potential detection by using Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR). The method does not use fluorescence dyes but still taking advantages of optical recording. As a preliminary experiment, the electrochemical SPR effect without neurons was investigated. This showed that a high resolution SPR setup (10 -4~1 0 -5 angular shift or more) is required to overcome noise and improve SPR signal. Several issues for neural signal recording are addressed to modify SPR optical configuration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-channel simultaneous recording of neural action potential is on fundamental demand for both understanding neuron-neuron communication in network level and developing neural engineering devices or sensors [1, 2] : for example, neural probes for brain-computer interface and in vitro neural cellbased biosensors. Especially for in vitro extracellular recording, common approaches to multi-channel configuration are to use either microelectrode arrays [3, 4] or voltage-sensitive fluorescence dyes [5] [6] [7] . Microelectrode techniques have difficulties associated with recording from microelectrode sites in terms of 'electrode impedance' [8] . The measured signal quality is limited by electrical characteristics of electrode site including charge delivery capacity and electrode area. Signal transmission may be disturbed by various mechanisms such as biological and chemical artifacts as well as capacitive coupling by power line. In contrast, the optical recording scheme using voltage-sensitive dyes is free from terms of impedance. Multichannel recording process is realized in a relatively simple way because multiple signal acquisition is performed in photodetector stage far from neuron-substrate interface [9] . Moreover, a site of choice for recording is not restricted by predetermined location. However, the change in membrane potential should be mediated by electro-optical properties of voltage-sensitive organic dyes that limit the signal quality. The use of fluorescence dyes restricts recording duration due to fluorescence decay. Their molecular toxicity may potentially affect physiological environment. Therefore, it would be valuable to develop more efficient way to overcome the problems associated with both microelectrodes and fluorescence dyes while gaining the inherent advantages of these methods.
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) can be induced at the interface between metal and dielectric medium [10] . It is generated mostly by laser beam in forms of collective electron oscillation along the interface. The SPR condition depends on dielectric properties of both metal and dielectric medium. Such properties at the interface can be electrochemically modulated by external electric field application. Electrochemical SPR in aqueous solution has been widely used to study the metalelectrolyte interface [11] [12] . Recently, cyclic voltammetry showed that the change in charge density less than hundred µC/cm 2 can be detected by resonance angle shift on the order of ∆θ ~10 -3 where 0 to -0.3 or 0 to 0.3 voltage steps are applied [12] . The variation of voltage and charge would be smaller during action potential passage of neurons. However, highly sensitive SPR configurations have been steadily developed enabling to measure ∆θ ~10 -5 or more [13] . This offers a new opportunity for more sensitive applications.
It is challenging to apply SPR to measure such small neuronal activity as action potentials. Optical recording based on SPR will allow direct detection of electrical signal at metalelectrolyte interface, without use of fluorescence dyes. The signal will not be interfered by other mechanisms during signal transmission since the recording spot is wirelessly addressed by laser beam. Multi-channel simultaneous recording may also be done simply in photodetector stage utilizing photodiode array or CCD apparatus. The imaging application of SPR has already been studied for applications to DNA [14] , protein [15] , and cell [16] . Here, as preliminary work, we investigate electrochemical modulation of SPR effect without neurons. Issues in recording neural action potential and ways to overcome limitations are discussed with combining the SPR optical configuration. Fig. 2(a) shows an angular profile of SPR in our setup. Differential reflectance in Fig. 2(b) shows a maximum variation point in reflectance, ~55.7 °(dotted line). Incidence angle of laser beam is fixed to 55.7 ° while we modulate the SPR by external electric field. Three different voltages, 50 mV, 30 mV, and 10 mV (peak to peak, rectangular waveform) are applied with the same frequency, 1 kHz.
Ⅱ. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Electrochemical SPR Setup
B. Electrochemical Modulation Condition
Ⅲ. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Electrochemical Modulation of SPR Effect
SPR signals were electrochemically modulated following the applied field frequency. Fig. 3 shows typical time traces of Differential reflectance is directly calculated from (a). modulated reflectance (green) for three applied voltages: 50mV, 30 mV, and 10 mV. Light modulation was distinguishable for 50 mV and 30 mV cases although signal profiles were not fully consistent due to noise. Typically, more than 15 mV of voltage application allowed visual distinction in oscilloscope screen. Signal distortion was severe under 10 mV. We believe that the signal distinction should become clear at least near a few mV as we consider small action potential spikes observed in common extracellular recording process by microelectrode. The preliminary result in Fig. 3 reveals that the signal quality should be improved to overcome fundamental noises such as laser beam fluctuation, thermal noise in the photodiode, and mechanical vibration probably involved.
B. Issues for better signal quality and neural action potential recording
The current SPR optical setup allows to measure the resonance angle shift of ~10 electrochemically modulated, a highly sensitive and reliable setup is required, which can measure 10 -4~1 0 -5 angular shift. Such sensitivity will be the level endurable against most of fundamental noises. Recently, SPR configurations using multicell photodiodes have been proposed [11] [12] [13] . Briefly, such scheme is to acquire two or four signals from multiple elements of photodiodes and compensate each other to discard noises included in signals. This approach enabled to measure highly sensitive signals, ~10 -5 angular shift or more. For neural signal recording, signal conditioning apparatus should be connected with each photodiodes: 4-pole Bessel filters and high gain transimpedance amplifiers for each photodiodes [9] . This means that two or four photodiodes are required for single spot measurement.
Neuronal cell culture on gold substrates will make an adverse environment for SPR configuration in comparison to the case without neurons. Various biological species secreted from neurons will form layers over gold surface in nonuniform way. This may disturb to obtain consistent SPR signals because the SPR is sensitive to surface uniformity associated with light scattering and absorption.
Sensing area is also an issue that should be considered for single neuron analysis. Electrochemical modulation by single neuron needs to be isolated on the sensing spot from other neurons. Incident laser beam can be focused by lens to less than 10 µm in diameter fitting into the size of neuronal cell body. The excessive dimension of focused beam, greater than single neuron, may disturb the efficient modulation of SPR signals because it involves the area without the neuron.
IV. SUMMARY
We propose an extracellular optical recording configuration for neuronal action potential detection by using SPR. The method does not need fluorescence dyes but still has the advantages of optical recording. As a preliminary experiment, the electrochemical SPR effect was investigated without neurons. This showed that high resolution SPR setup is required to overcome noises and improve SPR signal quality. We expect that an advanced SPR configuration using multi-cell photodiodes will be a promising solution capable of detecting 10 -4~1 0 -5 angular shift. Several issues for neural signal recording were also addressed to modify SPR optical configuration.
